HZAU iGEM meeting record for the third time

6/1 pm7:00-pm9:00

Attendants: Le Xiong, Jian Wan, Wei Wu, Yunchuan Li, Shaowei Zhang, Jian Yi, Ping Hong, Jing Chen, Liu Tian, Linfeng Ding, Xianlin Zhou, Tao Bai, Mian Yang, Zhiwei Zhou, Bing Chen, Xudong Luo, Xin Tan, Li Zhang, Jing Zhou

Abstract:

The meeting has first discussed the iGEM Logo icon design. Everyone puts forward many valuable opinions about Logo. The designer will further modify it.

Arranged for the survey of Y. pestis epidemic situation all over the world, mainly to collect information on the following aspects:
1. The situation of Yersinia pestis sweeping all over the world.
2. The reason why rabies spread across the country.
3. Now we faced the challenges and difficulty. Where is the bottleneck which we faced?
4. Ethical background investigation.

Team scheduled the plan for July, experimental group and web-page group will enter a state of actual combat in early July. To start do the experiment and build website. Next week is expected to arrange for a reply about detailed the content of the experiment.